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ABOUT CONSTRUCTION 
TIME LAPSE VIDEO:

We create time-lapse videos
which can show the building of an
electrical pylon, bridge or any
other construction site. These
videos are usually used for
corporate, marketing, and
promotional films on our client’s
blogs, websites or across all
social media channels like
Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin,
Pinterest, Google Plus+, and
etc…

Time lapse videos are an incredible way to view a project from
start to finish. More so than reading plans or reviewing
timelines, a visual representation forms a powerful story in our
minds that connects the start and end of a project in just a short
time period. Whether you’re watching a massive shipbuilding
firm construct the largest cruise ship in the world, or cranes
help to dig out the extension of a 100-year-old canal, you’re
witnessing in just minutes something that took months or even
years to accomplish.



Our short and long time-lapse videos can be used by marketing
and communications departments to show the progress of a
project, keeping all interested parties updated without the need
for site visits or tedious statistics and figures. Construction
building videos can also be very useful if any disputes arise
over an on-site occurrence – the high-resolution images
captured by our cameras will provide factual evidence of events
as they happened. Our cameras are unobtrusive and can be
installed out of the way of the daily traffic on-site. The videos
can also be combined with high resolution stills photography on
request, or with regular video footage.

USE OF TIME LAPSE VIDEOS:

Use these Videos to:

To Show case your work. 
To protect against claims.
To report to head office.
For marketing and advertising.



The cameras can be installed on high mast towers present in
the construction site or these can be installed in an adjacent
building where our team has the access for safe installation of
the camera. 
 
The height of the Camera depends on the height of the max
height of the building being constructed.

CAMERA INSTALLATION:

CAMERA SPECIFICATION:

1280X720p High dynamic range(HDR) Camera
Waterproof, dustproof and weather resistant.
Aperture F2.0
Field of view: 112°
Video format: MP4, AVI
Lens type: Aspherical
Pixel size: 4.2um



After installation of the camera. We will have to do monthly
maintenance of the camera and will have to change batteries
and format SD cards. Besides this, we will have to stitch every
day’s video together and do colour correction to make one long
video of every month which we will share using cloud links
which would be encrypted and password protected. 
 
The length of the video would be dependent upon the time
interval we set which we can discuss at the beginning. 

WORK PROCEDURE:



Colour corrected, Stitched time-lapse video submitted
on monthly basis. 
Resolution of the videos will be 1280x720p 
One manpower would visit the site every month to extract
the footage and to replace the batteries in the camera, which
can be the first/last week of every month. 
We would be giving monthly, colour corrected, stitched time-
lapse video which would of be of 5 minute length or as per
client's requirement as per scope. 
Time of photos: Both day and night.
Duration of 12 months video would be around 60 minutes or
as per client's requirement as per scope.

DELIVERABLES:

COST:

Cost is based on the number of cameras to be installed and
is very economical.



SOME OF THE CLIENTS WE HAVE 
WORKED WITH:



BVM 08, First Floor, DLF Phase 2, Gurgaon, Haryana
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